MODERN IT KITS AND LIFECYCLE SOLUTIONS

Deploy and Manage Devices with Ease.
Move Your Organization Forward.
On Your Terms.
The New Workplace is Here.

Employees are using a wide variety of devices and applications. Teams are spread across geographies. People expect their work systems to be as flexible and accessible as their personal technologies. That leaves corporate IT in a tight spot. How do technicians deploy and manage devices in this turbulent new business model?

Lenovo Modern IT solutions are scalable and customized for your organization’s unique requirements. Lenovo will give you the tools to support the new user-centric workspace while maintaining device control and security.

You have a vision for your organization’s IT. Lenovo can help you realize it.

On your terms.

Modern IT Kits

No matter where you are on your journey to modern IT, Lenovo has a set of services designed for the unique needs of your organization.
Lenovo DIY Deploy Kit

Why This Kit?
For teams beginning their transition to modern IT, DIY Deploy offers the launch pad – a bundled set of Lenovo Services to help IT groups deploy and manage their Lenovo devices. With this solution, IT teams use Lenovo-developed provisioning tools to tackle preliminary work and implementation while end users receive everything needed to manage their own device setup.

Includes:

RTP
A custom preload, Ready to Provision (RTP) means swifter deployments and greater flexibility for IT teams.

DROP IN THE BOX
Reduce IT support calls with Drop in the Box, custom documentation your employees receive in their new device’s shipping box.

ASSET TAG
Protect Lenovo Think devices with traceable, tamper-proof labeling.

CUSTOM BIOS SETTINGS (RECOMMENDED)
Determine your organization’s requirements for how systems operate before the operating system even loads. Lenovo will then deploy that BIOS.

MICROSOFT AUTOPILOT
As the first OEM PC Partner for Microsoft Autopilot, Lenovo offers cloud-based deployments just for Windows 10.

48% of companies say they have more apps than the business requires (Gartner)

Why This Kit?
For teams beginning their transition to modern IT, DIY Deploy offers the launch pad – a bundled set of Lenovo Services to help IT groups deploy and manage their Lenovo devices. With this solution, IT teams use Lenovo-developed provisioning tools to tackle preliminary work and implementation while end users receive everything needed to manage their own device setup.

Why This Kit?
For teams beginning their transition to modern IT, DIY Deploy offers the launch pad – a bundled set of Lenovo Services to help IT groups deploy and manage their Lenovo devices. With this solution, IT teams use Lenovo-developed provisioning tools to tackle preliminary work and implementation while end users receive everything needed to manage their own device setup.
Includes:

**RTP+**
Ready to Provision Plus (RTP+) provides an even higher degree of control and customization when deploying PCs.

**DROP IN THE BOX**
Reduce IT support calls with Drop in the Box, custom documentation your employees receive in their new device’s shipping box.

**ASSET TAG**
Protect Lenovo Think devices with traceable, tamper-proof labeling.

**CUSTOM BIOS SETTINGS**
Determine your organization’s requirements for how systems operate before the operating system even loads. Lenovo will then deploy that BIOS.

**3-YEAR CLOUD RECOVERY AND MANAGEMENT**
Swiftly recover from hardware and software failures, reducing costly downtime.

**MICROSOFT AUTOPilot (OPTIONAL)**
As the first OEM PC Partner for Microsoft Autopilot, Lenovo offers cloud-based deployments just for Windows 10.

---

**Why This Kit?**
Lenovo’s Ready to Deploy Kit permits IT teams to control much of the imaging and versioning with Lenovo handling the preload. With limited setup tasks, end users can swiftly get to work with their new devices.

- **Medium** degree of IT initial device setup effort
- **Low** degree of IT post-deployment maintenance
- **Medium** degree of end user initial device setup effort
- Can integrate with any Enterprise Mobility Management (may want the Microsoft Autopilot Solution)

---

70% of executives cite lost productivity as the top consequence of poor IT performance (Network World)
Lenovo Instant Productivity Kit

63% of IT teams say they are overburdened (Techaisle)

Includes:

**RTP+**
Ready to Provision Plus (RTP+) is a custom preload providing customers the option to load up to five scripted applications for a swifter deployment experience.

**DROP IN THE BOX**
Reduce IT support calls with Drop in the Box, custom documentation your employees receive in their new device’s shipping box.

**ASSET TAG**
Protect Lenovo Think devices with traceable, tamper-proof labeling.

**CUSTOM BIOS SETTINGS**
Determine your organization’s requirements for how systems operate before the operating system even loads. Lenovo will then deploy that BIOS.

**ADS CLOUD PROVISIONING**
Lenovo’s Advanced Deployment Services (ADS) Cloud Provisioning is a portable, self-contained provisioning solution to simplify deployments.

**3-YEAR CLOUD SUBSCRIPTION AND MANAGEMENT**
Enable the tools and capabilities of ADS Cloud Provisioning in the Cloud Deploy Platform.

**MICROSOFT AUTOPilot (OPTIONAL)**
As the first OEM PC Partner for Microsoft Autopilot, Lenovo offers cloud-based deployments just for Windows 10.

---

**Why This Kit?**
For IT teams that are stretched thin, Lenovo’s Instant Productivity Kit offers a comprehensive deployment and maintenance solution to ease upfront work. With this solution, Lenovo builds the image to your specs and end users are ready to work immediately.

---

**Medium**
- degree of IT initial device setup effort

**Low**
- degree of IT post-deployment maintenance

**Low**
- degree of end user initial device setup effort

Can integrate with any Enterprise Mobility Management (may want the Microsoft Autopilot solution)
Lenovo Services 
Lifecyle Solutions

Lenovo Modern IT Kits are only one facet of a much wider array of services available to help organizations plan, manage and support their Lenovo PC fleets. From Windows 10 transitions to Unified Endpoint Management, Lenovo has solutions to help companies embrace new workplace technologies.

Ask Your Lenovo representative which Modern IT Kits and Lifecycle Solutions are right for your organization.

80% of executives say technology silos inhibit the ability to profit from new opportunities (Forrester)

PLANNING SOLUTIONS
Strategy, assessment and personal consultation

CONFIGURATION SOLUTIONS
Customized hardware and software setup (BIOS settings, imaging, device registration)

DEPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS
Services to get employees productive with Lenovo devices

SUPPORT AND PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
Relieving IT teams and keeping devices operating at peak performance

MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Onsite help desks, security and compliance monitoring and management, inventory control

ASSET RESALE AND RECYCLE SOLUTIONS
Maximizing residual value while ensuring data security and environmental compliance